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Matt's Deal

This gorgeous duplex, in the heart of
Belmont Heights, was an excellent
opportunity for this VA buyer to house hack
near some of the best that Long Beach has
to offer. With a fully remodeled and modern
structure, this property is situated on a
massive lot with private backyard space for
both units.

Krissy's Deal

This client sold their paid off condo to
purchase an 11 unit property. This 1031
exchange deferred their taxes from the
condo sale and tripled their cash flow.
The value add property has plenty of
upside in rents and is perfect for 2 ADU
garage conversions which will increase
their cash flow even more. 
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Jake's Deal

This massive duplex in the beautiful Rose
Park area has two detached units for a
combined 2,915 sqft. The immediate plan
is to renovate both units to increase the
stabilized value of the property. There is
ADU potential with (2) 2 car garages and a
6,773 sqft lot for significant cash flow. The
buyers will initially do a house hack by
living in one unit and renting out the
other. 

Duplex in Long Beach

11-Units in Long Beach

Duplex in Long Beach
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Sam's Deal

This charming 4-unit is centrally located, in the
heart of Downtown Long Beach with easy access
to PCH and 710 freeway. In close proximity to lots
of new city development, this property has a 14.27
GRM on market rents and a 4.1% cap rate on
market rents. 

4-Units in Long Beach

Chris's Deal

2 separate buildings located on a large lot.
Attached 2 car garage with 2 parking spaces in
front of garage. Property delivered vacant and
ready to rent out at market rent. The property is
located in a quiet neighborhood in Lawndale,
perfect for an owner occupant. 

Duplex in Lawndale

Cody's Deal

This awesome duplex is a great house hacking
opportunity and has ADU potential as well. There is
approximately a 30% upside in rents with Market Cap
Rate at 3.9% and Market GRM at 17.06.

Duplex in Signal Hill

Lynn's Deal

This 5 unit was purchased with a bridge loan at
7.5% interest only. The immediate plan is to
convert the 5 car garage into a 2 bedroom ADU
and refinance in 18 months or less. With a
market cap rate at 7.4% and market GRM at
9.06, this property has lots of upside in rents. 

5-Units in Long Beach
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Josh's Deal

This 4-unit property has been well maintained
and is in great shape showing pride of
ownership with high curb appeal. The property
is located in a quiet pocket of Gardena with no
through traffic. With a current GRM of 16.6 the
Halldale is stabilized and turnkey. 

Jeffrey's Deal

This 8 unit is located 3 blocks from SoFi
Stadium & Hollywood Park! As a large 7,496
sq. ft. building with town house style units,
this property was a great investment for this
client. Additionally, it has 4 garages and ADU
potential with 8 car ports.
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Anthony's Deal

This unique 9 unit building is located just
north of Downtown Long Beach. It has 8
units located in the front structure, and a
seperate house located in the back. Along
with a great unit mix, this property has great
upside in rents and ADU potential. 

4-Units in Gardena

8-Units in North Inglewood

9-Units in Long Beach



Marty's Deal

Clean 2 unit in great rental area of Redondo
Beach. Larger rear area for parking with 3
maybe 4 parking spots. The previous owner
is exchanging to a larger property.

Duplex in Redondo Beach

Nina's Deal

This mid-century modern style building has a
great unit mix and lots of upside in rents. With
laundry and parking included for tenants, this
investment was an excellent value add.

5-Units in Gardena

Johnny's Deal

This is a single family home with a triplex on
a corner lot. This property is over 6,000
square feet of land. Located just North of
Virginia Country Club and Rancho Los
Cerritos, this property was a great asset to
this client's portfolio.

4-Units in Long Beach
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Luke's Deal

This stylish DTLA condominium is located in
one of the coolest walkable neighborhoods
in LA. So much character like high ceilings
naturally lit via beautiful mahogany lined
windows that are south facing, exposed
brick, stainless appliances, and hardwood
floors that help give the condo an expansive
feel

Condo in Los Angeles


